
Book Cover Ideas

The design of a book cover is paramount and should be enticing enough to capture the
reader's interest. With so many books in circulation and more still yet to be published,
you'll need lots of book cover ideas for your book to stand out!



Book Cover Ideas and Examples

From romance novels to thrillers to autobiographies, the cover must suit the book's
genre. It's important to pick an appropriate design that will fit the story and message of
the book. The example below is a simple yet modern book cover of an autobiography,
you can opt to create a simple or intricate design, whichever fits your interest.

https://www.template.net/editable/book-covers/modern


Book Cover Ideas for School and Examples

Education books are a basic school resource as all students and teachers make use of
them. Take a cue from this simple school textbook cover design. You can't go wrong
with scholastic colors and a simple cover message which is direct to the point and easy
to understand.

https://www.template.net/editable/2910/childrens-education-book-cover


Book Cover Ideas for DIY and Examples

Creating a book cover does not need to cost a fortune as you always have the option to
create one yourself. Do-it-yourself book covers are possible as long as you have a
reliable reference or guide to follow. This editable book cover is easy enough to achieve
even for beginners without a design background.

https://www.template.net/editable/book-covers/editable


Book Cover Ideas for Wattpad and Examples

Wattpad is a popular online platform that connects writers and readers globally. It helps
showcase people's creativity not just through the stories they create, but also through
various e-book cover designs. Just like any book cover, a Wattpad book cover should
be just as engaging, modern and interesting.

https://www.template.net/editable/wattpad-book-cover


Book Cover Ideas for Drawing Book and Examples

A book cover does not necessarily need intricate graphic design. You can already do a
lot with simple illustrations which are enough to convey what the book is all about. For
example, the creative book cover below makes use of an elegant logo as its main image
photo.

https://www.template.net/editable/book-covers/creative


Book Cover Ideas for School Project and Examples

School projects are a common academic requirement. Keep it formal and scholastic
with a book cover that's clean and minimalist. Make use of this business management
book cover that has a scholarly approach that best fits any school-related project.

https://www.template.net/editable/256/business-management-book-cover
https://www.template.net/editable/256/business-management-book-cover


Book Cover Ideas for Recipe Cookbook and Examples

Cookbooks are not just instructional resources, they are a feast for the eyes. For a
standout book front cover, choose one dish to serve as the main focal point. The
contrast and colors in this example cookbook cover below work effortlessly and can
attract your readers in an instant.

https://www.template.net/editable/cookbook-cover


Book Cover Ideas for Handmade Book and Examples

Creating a DIY bookcover is not as difficult as it seems as a lot of people prefer doing it
to save cost. You can stick to solid background colors and play around with text, font,
and taglines. The editable and printable book cover template below is a perfect example
of a handmade book.

https://www.template.net/editable/book-covers/printable


Book Cover Ideas for Art Book and Examples

Art is all about creative expression and what better way to convey this is by creating an
art book. To help you, this charming art book cover idea is a great inspiration to start
with. It's important to let the art speak for itself, and the book cover below is a pertinent
example.

https://www.template.net/editable/27987/art-bookcover


Book Cover Ideas for Decoration Book and Examples

You don't need to be crafty to design an elegant decoration book cover. The use of
different elements in a book cover can add a decorative flair, but make sure these
elements complement each other. This travel photo book cover uses various photos to
create a collage that works.

https://www.template.net/editable/735/travel-photobook-cover


Book Cover Ideas FAQs

How Do I Make a Book Cover?

You can have it professionally designed and made or you can create a do-it-yourself
(DIY) book cover using a predesigned template.

How Do I Make An Interesting Book Cover?

Apart from having a catchy title, an interesting book cover should also be visually
pleasing and engaging.

What Is the First Page of the Book Called?

The first page of a book is called the title page.

What Makes a Good Book Cover?

A good book cover is creative, original, interesting and captures the attention of the
reader in an instant.

Why Are Book Covers Important?

Book covers are important because they provide the reader with a preliminary idea of
what the book is about and this may help them decide whether to read or purchase the
book.

How Do You Structure a Book Cover?

The standard or basic structure of a book includes the title, author, and graphics, but the
layout usually depends on the preferences of the author or publisher.

What Is Inside a Book Cover?

A book cover must contain the title of the book and the author’s name.

How Can I Design My Own Book Cover For Free?

You can use an existing book cover template to save time and money to design your
own novel or book.

How to Create Your Handmade Book Cover Design?



The most practical way to create a DIY book cover design is by using a template
because it allows you to save on materials, resource and you've got everything laid out
make it easier to create.

What Are the Elements of a Book Cover?

The elements of a book cover are the front cover, back cover, and spine.


